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Stabilization of the photorefractive double phase-conjugate mirror in BaTiO3
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Photorefractive simple and double phase-conjugate mirrors very often exhibit strong instabilities in their
reflectivities. One of their possible origins can be the competition between phase conjugation and its generating
process, photorefractive beam fanning. However, by suitably choosing the incident beam widths and directions,
we suppressed this competition and replaced it by the enhancement of each process by the other. This tech-
nique allows to obtain a double phase-conjugate mirror in BaTiO3 that establishes itself in seconds for beam
intensities on the order of the tenth of a milliwatt. The reflectivities reached are on the order of 30% and stable
within 3% for hours.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.67.023817 PACS number~s!: 42.65.Hw, 42.70.Nq
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photorefractive double phase-conjugate mir
~DPCM! allows the obtention of two conjugated waves
sued from two incoming extraordinary polarized beam
while the beam wave fronts are conjugated, their energ
exchanged. First demonstrated in BaTiO3 by Weisset al. @1#
in 1987, its behavior can be interpreted by assuming
four-wave mixing~FWM! regions, as MacDonald and Fein
berg did for the ‘‘cat’’ quantum superposition of state con
gator @2#: each of the two incident beams interacts with t
beam fanning~BF! @3# it generates, creating the index gra
ing necessary for FWM to build up. It is thus the doub
diffraction on two successive FWM gratings that genera
the phase conjugate waves.

However, the stabilization of the conjugate waves is o
of the main difficulties of its practical implementation. Ito
et al. @4# have, for instance, reduced the instabilities in a
conjugator by aligning the incident beam to the Brews
angle, thus ensuring minimum internal reflections of the c
jugated beam. This can be done for both DPCM beams,
does not reduce the DPCM oscillating behavior as well as
the cat conjugator.

Indeed, if we interpret the oscillations observed as a co
petition between BF and the DPCM it has generated, ali
ing to the Brewster angle is not the appropriate soluti
though it helps by eliminating unwanted reflections. We th
aim at suppressing the competition by making BF a
DPCM work with the same photorefractive gratings. Th
can be realized if both incident beams share the same fan
direction ~Kamshilin et al. have successfully performed ex
periments of this kind in Bi12TiO20 @5#!, the gratings respon
sible for BF being then the same as those used for FWM.
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believe that this situation would increase both efficiency a
stability of the BaTiO3 DPCM, and at the same time de
crease the characteristic time of the process.

Since DPCM stems from the common fanning of bo
incoming beams@6#, if both could be set so as to genera
most of thefanning in the same direction, though counte
propagating, DPCM would hopefully establish itself alon
that common direction, thus drastically reducing the need
compete with BF. Figure 1 shows such a case, with
DPCM establishing in the common fanning direction of bo
incident beams.

In the following, we will recall and briefly describe
model for beam fanning—based on the two-wave mixi
interpretation of the phenomenon@7#, which allows the de-
termination of the best possible angles of incidence for
beams@8#. As this model predicts drastically different beha
iors for narrow andbroad beams, the frontier between the
is detailed in@8# and will be recalled further on, the corre
sponding DPCM optimization method will equally vary

FIG. 1. Double phase-conjugate mirror configuration using
common fanning direction of both incident beams.
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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FIG. 2. Definition of the1c and2c entrance
faces of the crystal.
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narrow or broad beams are used.
Thus, starting with the definition of the experiment

setup, we will review the BF model and apply it to expe
mental DPCM optimization, starting withnarrow beams and
generalizing tobroad beams. Finally, the technique and th
BF/DPCM models and interpretations it relies on will b
tested further by analyzing the optimization technique to
applied to a DPCM that allows onenarrow and onebroad
beam to interact.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Two photorefractive BaTiO3 samples have been used f
DPCM optimization: a nominally undoped BaTiO3

(4.38 mm33.02 mm34.39 mmicW ) which was grown in the
Chinese Academy of Sciences of Beijing and a BaTiO3 :Co
~called doped crystal! with 20 ppm in the melt (5 mm
32.6 mm35 mmicW ) grown at FEE@14#. The source is an
Ar1 ion laser (l5514 nm) with a maximum output powe
of 75 mW and a 1/e2 Gaussian beam waist of 0.5 mm. Pri
to reaching the sample, the beam goes through an op
isolator in order to prevent the laser from being perturbed
conjugated waves. The light entering the crystal has an
traordinary polarization by means of a rotating half wa
plate and enters the sample through the faces that are
thogonal to the ferroelectric axiscW . The original beam is split
into two beams, and a shutter is placed in each arm to con
the beginning of the experiment. Each beam is focused o
horizontal plane at the entrance of the crystal by means
cylindrical lens in order to avoid conical diffraction@9,10#.
The beam waist in the orthogonal direction on the entra
face of the crystal is controlled by means of a second cy
drical lens, its axis being perpendicular to that of the fi
one. The sample lies on automated rotation and transla
stages in order to accurately control the lateral position
the angle of incidence of the beam~with a precision of 1mm
and 1/1000°).

We have to point out that the beams have been focuse
the entrance face of the crystal. The region in which they
be assimilated to plane waves~the Rayleigh region!, neces-
sary for the approximation used later has to be longer t
the crystal. With the parameters used in our experiment,
smallest possible length of the Rayleigh region is 4.8 mm
a crystal with an index ofn52.4. In this case, we can ne
glect the diffraction of the beams inside the crystal and c
sider the 1/e2 width as constant.

III. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

Let us name2c face the entrance face for a beam ent
ing the crystal in the direction of the ferroelectric axis a
02381
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1c face the opposite one~see Fig. 2!. For notation conve-
nience, we use index 1 for values relative to the2c face,
and index 2 to the ones relative to the1c entrance face.

As stated before@8#, in order to predict the direction car
rying most of the fanned intensity—which we will call th
fanning direction—we consider the model of beam fannin
in which the incident beam performs two-wave mixin
~TWM! with light scattered in all directions by the inhomo
geneities of the crystal@7,11,12#. The fanning direction is the
one which is mostly amplified by this process. Starting fro
that hypothesis, we will theoretically determine the fanni
direction that is associated to any given incoming directi
We will show that this direction corresponds to the expe
mentally measured direction of the maximum of intensity
the fanning patterns which we obtain. We have to point
here that in those patterns which are shown in Ref.@8#, the
width of the incident beams is very small as compared
what can be found elsewhere in the literature. This enab
us to identify clearly a fanning direction as specified befo

The incoming and fanning directions will be referred to
oriented angles with respect to the ferroelectric axiscW , both
for the experimental and the theoretical approaches:

~1! u i stands for the angleinside the crystal between the
direction of the ferroelectric axis and the linearly transmitt
beam—which we call incident beam in the following.

~2! u f stands for the fanning angle,i.e., the angleinside
the crystal between the direction of the ferroelectric axis a
the fanning direction as defined above.

These angle notations are summarized in Fig. 2.
The analysis that will be conducted in the following

also based on beam width. Let us precise here that the b
width that will be taken into account is the 1/e2 beam width
taken perpendicularly to the propagation direction. Furth
more, the beam width we will refer to are takenoutsidethe
crystal, before refraction takes place.

Finally, let us precisely recall the distinction made in R
@8# betweennarrow beams andbroad beams: as shown in
Fig. 3, a beam is callednarrow if it overlaps completely with
its fanned beam within the sample.~We consider here the
1/e2 width of the beam as defined before, that is to say tha
slight part of the light is not taken into account.! It is other-
wise calledbroad. It is important to note that, under thi
definition, one beam of a given 1/e2 width can be considered
eitherbroad or narrow depending on its incident angle.

IV. NARROW BEAM DPCM

A. Predicting the fanning direction

We use here the well-established theory~Ref. @7# and ref-
erences therein! according to which BF is due to photorefra
7-2
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tive amplification through TWM of seed light diffused on th
inhomogeneities of the crystal entrance face. In the cas
narrow beams, for two samples of BaTiO3 ~undoped and 20
ppm Co doped! and for the two incident faces presented
Figure 2, we have therefore determined the fanning direc
as a function of the incident angle by deriving the photo
fractive gain with respect to the fanning direction angleu f .
The expression of the photorefractive gain as a function
both incident and amplified—fanning—direction has be
given by Cronin-Golombet al. @13#. This leads us to a rela
tionship linkingu i andu f which has been numerically evalu
ated@8#.

Using one fit parameter proportional to the trap dens
leading to one unique fit per sample, we have determi
theoretical curves corresponding to both entrance faces,
checked it against experimental results. Figure 4 shows
resulting theoretical predictions against the experime
measures for both the samples included in this study and
both faces, which we presented in a former paper@8#.

B. Optimizing the DPCM

It is now possible to use the lower theoretical curve
Fig. 4 to determine the corresponding fanning angle for a
incident angle on entrance face2c. The curve correspond
ing to face1c will allow us to determine the incident angl
corresponding to this fanning direction, which will then b
shared by both incident beams.

As pointed before@4#, reflection of the conjugate waves
the output face of the crystal is one other reason that ma
DPCM unstable. The choice of incident angles as nea
possible to the Brewster angle can help avoiding this d

FIG. 3. Definition of narrow and broad beams. The inciden
beam goes towards the top of the crystal.

FIG. 4. Fanning angle measured and calculated as a functio
the incident angle in two different crystals and for two differe
entrance faces in the case of a narrow incident beam.
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culty. In BaTiO3, the value of the refraction index isn
52.4. Therefore, in the crystal, the Brewster angle is eq
to uB522.6°. For values of the incident angles belowuB ,
the reflection coefficient is less than 20%. For angles ab
this value, it grows strongly. With both incident angles equ
to the Brewster angle, the model which we developed
fanning shows that it is impossible to get both beams to h
the same fanning direction. To have a good compromise,
have decided to choose the highest incident angleu i

1 equal to
the Brewster angle, that is in BaTiO3 : u i

1522.6°.
The theoretical determination is shown in this practic

case in the undoped sample in Fig. 5. The value chosen
u i

1 dictates the choice foru i
2517.4°. Under these angula

conditions, assuming narrow beams~the waists arew0
1

525 mm and w0
2545 mm) and equal incident powers,P1

5P25100 mW, the optimum overlapping of the fanning ha
been searched, the common fanning direction being al
u f520.1°.

Under the formerly described conditions, we have o
tained double phase conjugation reflectivity presented in F
6 in the undoped crystal. The measured reflectivities reac
35% for one incident beam and 32% for the other one an
very good stability~about 3% for a 3 hmeasurement!. These
values are considered inside the crystal taking the Fre
reflection into account. The phase-conjugate waves build
with the same dynamics as beam fanning. Therefore, we
ted the rising period to a characteristic temporal evolution
photorefractive phenomena, and we found that the respo
time is less than 1 s. Decreasing the incident power dow
10 mW, we still obtained phase conjugation with stable r
flectivities of 33% and 30% and a response time of 11 s

The same process has been applied to the doped sam
the results are shown in Fig. 7. Here againu i

1522.6°, which
leads to a value of the second incident angleu i

2514.1°. The
incident powers were taken equal toP15P25200 mW. We
can see that the conjugate waves show once again a
good stability . They exhibit not very high reflectivities o
13% and 10% in this case as compared to the undoped c
tal. One explanation for these results is that the crystal
been doped and designed for a longer wavelength of
incident beams. The photorefractive gains corresponding
the various couples of angles to be considered here ar
accordance with the observations. Moreover, the absorp

of

FIG. 5. Example of incident angles determination by using
theoretical curves for fanning relative to the considered crystal.
7-3
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~higher in the doped crystal! prevents a part of the inciden
beams from taking part to DPCM.

C. Testing the model

In order to validate the idea that it is the overlapping
predicted fanned beams that allows good stability, fast
sponse, and high reflectivity, we have studied the influe
of spatial shifts on each beam. The effects of the transla
of one beam in both transversal and vertical directions h
been investigated by performing micrometric translation
each direction. The results obtained in terms of efficiency
the conjugation as a function of the distance between
fanned beams are shown in Fig. 8 in the case of the tran
tion in the plane comprising incident beam, fanned beam
cW axis, and in Fig. 9 for the orthogonal one which mea
with vertical shift. Both figures are made in the case of
undoped crystal. The same behavior was observed in
doped one. In each case, we were able to find an optimum
reflectivity that is simultaneously attained for both con

FIG. 6. Evolution of the reflectivities measured in each arm
the setup. Best results obtained in the undoped crystal in term
efficiency and stability.

FIG. 7. Evolution of the reflectivities measured in each arm
the setup. Best results obtained in the doped crystal in term
efficiency and stability.
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gated beams. We observed that the maximum of reflecti
corresponds to the position which gives the best stabi
The behavior of the conjugate beams corresponding to tr
lations in the plane comprising the incident and fann
beams is not symmetric~Fig. 8!, whereas the one corre
sponding to the orthogonal plane is symmetric~Fig. 9!. This
can be explained by the influence of the beam fanning ex
rienced by the incident beams. Beam fanning ‘‘attracts’’ a
incident beam in the direction of the ferroelectric axis. F
our experiments, the axis is in a horizontal plane, therefor
is equivalent to perform either up or down vertical displac
ment. On the contrary, a lateral displacement of a be
which is not colinear to the axis gives nonsymmetric resu
Such displacement can, for example, give birth to se
pumped phase conjugation of the part of the fanned be
which is no more in the influence of the contrapropagat
one, by the use of reflections on the internal faces of
crystal. The curves obtained in Figs. 8 and 9 are also dif
ent in the acceptable distance between the fanning be
that allow DPCM to establish. Namely, in the case of late
shift, the beams can be distant from6150 mm without a
noticeable deterioration of the signal (90% of the ma
mum!, whereas the equivalent authorized vertical shift

f
of

f
of

FIG. 8. Evolution of the steady-state efficiency of DPCM vers
lateral displacement of one beam in the plane comprising both
incident and fanned beams.

FIG. 9. Evolution of the steady-state efficiency of DPCM vers
lateral displacement of one beam in the plane orthogonal to
comprising both the incident and fanned beams.
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STABILIZATION OF THE PHOTOREFRACTIVE DOUBLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 023817 ~2003!
around630 mm. This is due to both the respective dime
sions of the fanned beams in both directions~for both beams:
100 mm in the horizontal plane and 33mm in the orthogonal
direction! and the influence of the axis that can make bea
in the same plane conjugate even if they overlap v
slightly. Let us finally point out that the above given bea
widths are actually the 1/e2 widths, which means that beam
which are not formally overlapping do actually overlap
little, and can thus generate some beam conjugation.
noted that the rising time of the conjugate waves is the sm
est in the case of maximum overlapping, and in this case
reflectivity is also the best observed.

V. BROAD BEAM DPCM

Keeping the same incident angles as defined before
the undoped crystal, we have tried to enlarge both incid
beams. It appears that once the threshold betweennarrow
andbroad beams is exceeded, the previously reached sta
ity and efficiency of the phase-conjugate reflectivity vanis

This can be explained through the BF model that we h
developed previously@8#: when beams arebroad the fanning
direction has to be determined, through the use of the th
retical curves as it is presented in Fig. 10, by iterating
process until the incident beam can be considered asnarrow;
if a given incident beam generates fanning in another gi
direction, this new beam can, if the incoming beam isbroad,
be considered as a new incoming beam and itself gene
fanning in yet another direction, that we will call the ne
order. This process stops only when the fanned beam ev
tually becomesnarrow by the fact that its direction angl
grows at each step.

This iterative multiorder process is summarized in Fig.
for waistsw0

1549 mm andw0
2598 mm: the fanning direc-

tion of the incoming beam 1 would have been 20.1° if it h
beennarrow, but this latter fanned beam has to be conside
as a new incoming beam—narrow, this time—which will
amplify another fanning direction at the angle of 17.9°. T
process stops since the 20.1° beam isnarrow.

FIG. 10. Determination of the fanning angle for a broad incid
beam. Cascaded use of the theoretical curves obtained before
02381
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Let us point out one important thing: The fanning patter
which can be found in the literature do not correspond
ours. This is due to the fact that most of these studies h
been carried out with beams several orders of magnit
broader than the smallestbroad beam in the sense that i
defined here. This yields a large number of orders of fann
and, though the maximum intensity is still carried out by t
last order, the small remaining intensity carried by each p
vious orders makes the experimentalist see a continuous
ning pattern.

VI. FURTHER EVIDENCE: MIXED BEAM DPCM

In order to give a more complete demonstration of t
validity of the hypothesis given above and subsequently
the optimization process for DPCM, we have performed f
ther experiments aiming to prove the existence of amain
direction of fanning on one hand, and of the iterating proc
that allows to predict the fanning of broad beams on
other hand. For that, we have chosen a broad incident b
on face 1, giving fanning in the second order direction
defined above. The incident angle is stillu i

1522.6°. Two
different cases of double phase conjugation have then b
tested, namely, DPCM building by way of a fanning dire
tion situated between the first and second order, and DP
using a second-order fanning direction. Both cases are
sented hereafter.

t

FIG. 11. Experimental conditions chosen for an intermedi
fanning angle. Dashed line stands for the first-order fanning dir
tion, double line for the second order. The black line represents
shared fanning direction which enables DPCM to work.

FIG. 12. Best results obtained in terms of efficiency with
intermediate fanning angle.
7-5
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A. DPCM uses an intermediate fanning direction

We have tried to obtain double phase conjugation w
beam 2 chosen narrow and with its unique fanning direct
between the first (u f520.1°) and second (u f517.9°) order
for beam 1~Fig. 11!. In this configuration, we have searche
for the best overlapping of the beams by translating one
them in the plane comprising both incident and fann
beams and the other orthogonally. The optimization of b
the efficiency and the stability of the DPCM lead to t
results shown in Fig. 12.

The oscillation at the start of the process can be in
preted as DPCM occurring successively on the first or
second order of fanning, finally choosing the second. T
can be inferred from the dynamics of the iterating proces
fanning, whose details can be found in Ref.@8#: the first
order appears first, prior to eventually decreasing, yield
its energy to the second order.

B. DPCM uses a second-order fanning direction

We have then chosenu i
2515.1° so that the main fannin

of this narrow beam is strictly superposed to the seco
order direction of fanning of beam 1:u f517.9° ~Fig. 13!.
Under these conditions we have managed to obtain b
stable and efficient DPCM. The best results are presente
Fig. 14, thus confirming the need to consider the iterat
process forbroad beams and establishing the use of cons
ering thefanning direction, i.e., the main direction of fan
ning, instead of dealing with the whole fanning pattern.

We can point out that the best efficiency obtained
smaller than in the case of two narrow beams. We can jus
this by considering the photorefractive gain~directly linked
to the efficiency! obtained in the different situations teste
For beam 1, the first-order fanning direction is indeed nea
to the incident beam than the second order. This expla

FIG. 13. Experimental conditions chosen for a fanning angle
the narrow beam corresponding to the second-order fanning d
tion of the broad beam. Dashed line stands for the first-order
ning direction, double line for the second order which is the sha
fanning direction which enables DPCM to work.
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why the photorefractive gain and therefore the efficiency
FWM for beam 1 is higher in the first case than in the s
ond. For beam 2, the angular distance between incident
fanned beam happens to be 1.7° for two narrow beams
2.8° for DPCM using the second fanning direction. Both t
gratings that participate in the DPCM process thus exh
higher gains when two narrow beams are present: this
plains the higher reflectivities for narrow beams.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have used a formerly described model@8# for beam
fanning in order to choose the conditions of various DPC
experiments. The results obtained in terms of efficiency a
stability are in total agreement with our predictions. In t
case of narrow beams, we have obtained the best result
two incident beams sharing the same fanning directi
Moreover, we have managed to obtain stable though
efficient DPCM with one broad and one narrow incide
beams sharing the same fanning direction. All other ca
tested have led to unstable phase conjugation. It can als
noticed that the optimum configuration for one crystal
valid in terms of efficiency as well as stability or respon
time.

We believe that further investigations would be of inte
est. In particular, we suggest the use of specially cut cryst
for which the incident faces would allow to have the highe
possible photorefractive gain inside the crystal together w
the Brewster angle on each incident side.
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